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Getty There are two types of people in this world-those obsessed with pimple-popping and pimple removal videos, and those who just gagged a little with simple thinking. If you're on the former team, we have some great news for you: There's a new video trend from up-close mining that you won't be able
to look away from. Please welcome inhaled hair removal videos to the scene. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Tweezers' Instagram account features a series of videos
showing lots of skin digging with tweezers that are absolutely enchanting in the most disgusting way. If you're not fond of videos that appear with pimples, proceed with caution—these are probably not videos you should be watching. But if you are one of these people, well, say watching up close videos of
inhaled hair removal will leave you very satisfied. (Like this extremely gross and satisfying pimple-removal video.) This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. This content is imported
from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. If watching these videos gives you some ideas for removing your own annoying hairs, just hold on a second. Not only is self-removal painful, but-as with self pimple-
popping-it could lead to infections. Here's what you need to know about inhaled hairs, from safe removal to prevention. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. (Do you want to get
your body in perfect condition? Inhaled hairs are painful and absolutely suck to get, but damn, they take care of some disgusting satisfying videos. Plagued by zits, inhaled hairs or other skin woes; We have some tips on how to deal with all your worst skin problems faster (and safer). This content is
created and maintained by third parties and is inserted into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io our food trends report shows that home cooks are ahead, leading the way on what is new and exciting in
food. Sasha Obama Has low profile since she and her family left the White House, but found themselves in headlines over the weekend of October 23 due to a post on social media. She appeared with a friend in a Tik Tok video where she danced and rapped at Miami rap duo City Girls. The clip left
Obama trending on Twitter as fans were excited to see her having fun and showing off her personality. Sasha Obama at a March 2016 event in Washington, D.C. | Olivier Olivier Images Watch the video of Sasha Obama rapping to City Girls It's unclear exactly when the video was posted, but it appeared
to be online for a while before social media users caught on it. The clip was posted to @Cakethatsmg account and shows Obama and a rap friend along with Yo's Moneybagg Said Sum remix featuring City Girls and DaBaby. Obama wore a long tank top with a slit up the middle with jeans and a dark
jacket as she and her boyfriend went back and forth raping the verse from JT's City Girls. Click here to view the clip. Malia and Sasha Obama in August 2016 in Washington, D.C. | Ron Sachs-Pool/Getty Images RELATED: Internet's best reactions to Sasha Obama's stunning Prom Photos The reactions
to Sasha Obama's City Girls video are thrilled Viewers loved watching Obama letting loose and being a normal teenager. Seeing that video of Sasha Obama on tiktok rap City Girls just really warmed my heart, one person tweeted as another person said, MISS SASHA OBAMA A city girl. The clip even
caught the attention of JT, who wrote below a post, It's the Hand Movements. She feels herself so cute  As she continued to circulate the Internet, other clips began to pop up that seemed to show Obama and his friend dancing along to other songs. However, it appears that all clips have now been
deleted from the above account. RELATED: Sasha and Malia Obama: Did the Former 'First Sisters' Get Together Growing Up? What has Sasha Obama been up to the contrary? In addition to making Tik Tok videos, Obama has been busy with school. At the time of writing, the 19-year-old is in her second
year of college at the University of Michigan. Her mom, Michelle Obama, noted in an Instagram Live September that Sasha and Malia Obama have been studying at home because of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, however. My girls are studying from home, she explained. We're itching to get
back on campus, but things are just confusing... It's not safe enough. I'm glad they stay in place, even if they're sick of me. Overall, though, Michelle has said she is excited to start forging their own paths in the world. I'm excited for my girls to grow up and become independent, she told Today (via E!
News). You feel a little melancholy that you will never be the little ones sitting on your lap and hear your every word and see you with adoration. Those days are over. Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! January 29, 2013 5 minutes read The views expressed by business
contributors are theirs. In their book, The Viral Manifesto authors Stephen Voltz and Fritz Grobe define the basic principles of creating a viral video and how to implement them. This edited clip explains what makes a video shared -- the key to going viral -- and why the techniques and tricks they do for
great TV, on the contrary, will do for bad online video. Most of what we all know about creating creation video just doesn't apply to viral videos. I don't know. Because what works on TV doesn't work online. The TV is mainly designed to hook and hold viewers, because, on TV, once the viewer flips the



channel, the game is lost. So, for 60 years, television has gotten better and better at keeping us from changing the channel. The production and editing techniques developed for television -- quick cuts, multi-camera shoots, odd camera angles, and the like -- do this beautifully. Television grabs us and
keeps us watching for hours at a time, so that, at the end of the day, even if we're drained and unsatisfied, television has done what it has to do to be profitable: it has delivered our eyes to its advertisers. Related: Make your videos more likely to go viral But to go viral online, if all you do is keep our
attention, you've failed. In viral videos, your job is not to prevent viewers from changing channels. It's about making them love what you've done so much that they want to stop what they're doing and tell their friends. Viral video is for sharing. This makes it different from any other kind of animation ever
made. How do you make people share? You can't make it. But there are certain features that viral videos have in common - features that help make them contagious. And that's something you can control. You can make a video with contagious properties. To get to what features make these things
contagious, let's look at sharing. Word of mouth has always been powerful, and the internet has given everyone a loudspeaker. Whether you're on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or the next new social network, the way things are spread is the same. Understanding sharing mechanisms will
continue to be vital to creating successful online content, whatever the next trend. Sharing is about feeling: We're more likely to share something that makes us feel good. And we're more likely to share something that's setting us on fire. So negative feelings like grief make us passive, because when we're
down, we don't want to share. Passive, positive emotions like satisfaction still don't ins co-use because, well, we're satisfied. Negative emotions like anger and fear make us more active, so we're more likely to tell people about what makes us have done or feared. Best of all, however, are the things that
are so exciting and positive – the things that get us saying, That was hysterical! To make the to share, you need to get them actively engaged in strong, positive emotions. And here's where the attention-holding tricks of TELEVISION really work against you. While changes, shifts, zooms and sound effects
will get and hold our attention, research has shown that these techniques make viewers more passive and distract them from the content itself. Related: Do you want your video to go viral? SEO Basics Come First Many take advantage of a primordial human reaction known as the orientation reaction,
which is a reflex reaction reaction when we see a sudden movement or hear a sudden noise. It makes us immediately turn our attention to the source of sound or motion. TV changes, panning, zooms, and sound effects also trigger orientation response. Our minds should immediately know, what was that
move? What was that sound? On TV, these little reflex triggers often come to us several times per second, so our oriented response won't let us turn away. Stimulating the response orientation like that has some side effects. Our heart rate is slowing down. Alpha waves in our brains are blocked for a few
seconds. In the studies, TV viewers reported feeling relaxed and passive, and that passivity continued after they turned off the TV. But putting your audience in a passive mood is a problem when your goal is to get viewers to take the active step of telling their friends about what they just saw. To go viral,
you need to get your audience actively engaged. Or inadvertently what was that? our reaction also exhausts some of the mental resources we have at our disposal to process everything else we get. In other words, the changes, zooms, and sound effects that draw our attention also slightly, but
significantly pull our attention away from the heart of your content and focus us instead on attention-grabbing tricks. It distracts us from real content, making it harder to establish an emotional connection. There are four basic principles for creating this emotional connection that leads to sharing and can
help make your video contagious: 1. Be true. 2. Don't waste our time. 3. Remember. 4. Ultimately, it's all about humanity. Humanity.
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